MEETING BY REMOTE PARTICIPATION
(all time indications in CET)
Monday, 22 February 2021, 14.45 - 18.45

MEETING ROOMS
Opening plenary session on “Investing in our climate, social and economic resilience: What are the main policy priorities?” Welcoming remarks, Key Speech, Panel discussion on “The preparations of national recovery and resilience plans: where do we stand?” and part session (1) of the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs (ECON) on “Resilience and Recovery from the COVID-19 crisis: economic and fiscal priorities for investment and reforms” (PHS 1A002 + virtual room + web-streaming).

Simultaneous part session (2) of the Committee on Employment and Social Affairs (EMPL) on “Strengthening and implementing the Social Dimension: How to integrate the Pillar of Social Rights into the recovery and resilience plans?” (JAN 6Q1 + virtual room + web-streaming).

Simultaneous part session (3) of the Committee on Budgets (BUDG) on “The EU budget at the centre of the Recovery Plan. NGEU, MFF and Own Resources: New intersections between the competences of the EP and national parliaments?” (ASP A5G2 + virtual room + web-streaming).

Simultaneous part session (4) of the Committee on the Environment, Public Health and Food Safety (ENVI), on “The Recovery and Resilience Plan: synergies between the European Green Deal and the path towards building a more resilient European Health Union” (ASP A5G3 + virtual room + web-streaming).

MEETING FORMAT - REMOTE MEETING
In line with the measures implemented by the President of the European Parliament, due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the European Parliamentary Week 2021 on EU Economic Governance from a Parliamentary Perspective, co-organised by the European Parliament and the Parliament of the EU Council Presidency, the Portuguese Parliament, will be held remotely via an online meeting tool, named Interactio.
Brussels-based representatives of National Parliaments are kindly asked to be available and reachable during the meeting and transmit the messages of their delegation to the organisers, if needed, by phone. They are also kindly requested to forward the links of the virtual meeting rooms communicated shortly before the meeting to their delegation and to follow the meeting remotely.

CONNECTING TO THE MEETING

The Multilingual Remote Participation Platform, Interactio, will enable remote participation of the delegates. Please read carefully the guidelines found under the links here after. It is important to go through them carefully. For example, mobile devices are not recommended, as their connection may not be fully supported, and an intervention without video will not be interpreted.

To be able to participate in the meeting, an e-mail address is needed.

 CONNECTION LINKS

The Interactio platform differentiates between Active Participants, who can ask for the floor and intervene in the meeting (pre-request mandatory) and Viewers, who can follow the meeting but cannot intervene.

MPs: Please use Participant link that will be sent by e-mail.
Staff: Please use Viewer link that will be sent by e-mail.

WEB STREAMING links on the EP's website:

For the plenary opening session:

For the Interparliamentary Committee Meeting of the Committee on Budgets:

For the Interparliamentary Committee Meeting of the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs:

For the Interparliamentary Committee Meeting of the Committee on Employment and Social Affairs:

For the Interparliamentary Committee Meeting of the Committee on the Environment, Public Health and Food Safety:
GUIDELINES AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR REMOTE MEETINGS

The step by step guidelines (available in all EU languages) explain in detail how to connect remotely to the meeting, as a speaker.

PLEASE READ CAREFULLY AND FOLLOW THE INSTRUCTIONS EXPLAINED IN THESE 2 DOCUMENTS:

1. Speaker’s connection guidelines for remote multilingual meetings (EN)

2. Recommendations for remote speakers (EN)
   Web link of the guidelines: http://www.epgencms.europarl.europa.eu/cmsdata/upload/ba24d4cc-68c1-4ce6-b96c-32f42e3efcb0/linc-remote-connection-speakers_en.pdf

   Recommendations for remote speakers (Other EU languages)

SPEAKERS and ACTIVE PARTICIPANTS: Please connect at least 45 minutes ahead of the meeting for an additional connectivity test. This will give sufficient time for moderators to test your connection and allow the IT Support team to help you solve any connection issues.

!! Please note: connecting with a phone is not recommended. The video feed is unlikely to work on phones.

It is recommended to use a fully charged and updated

- iPad with the Safari browser
  OR
- a personal computer (including Apple) with the Chrome browser (v.69 and up).

Please make sure the device has a stable internet connection and 100% battery charging. It is advisable to plug in the device and keep it on the charger during the meeting.

Ideally, this device should be the only one connected to the WiFi network during the meeting. Please make sure the device is up to date and that background applications are switched off.

Please connect using a valid e-mail address, which can be different from the one used at the online registration on the EU Survey portal. Although the guidelines mention an EP e-mail account, as it was written for MEPs, please note that any valid e-mail account can be used.

MPs’ contact phone numbers

Given the remote character of the meeting, the EP technical IT services must be able to reach participants by phone in order to provide remote assistance for solving any connection issues. Therefore, please ensure to have contact numbers of the members of the delegation at hand and that these numbers have been communicated to the organiser.

IT support contact hot line during the meeting

A contact phone number will be communicated via e-mail in advance of the meeting, to serve as contact point for participants who might experience technical difficulties during the meeting.
PRESENTATIONS DURING THE MEETING

Please submit material subject for presentations in the meeting, such as PowerPoint or videos, beforehand. These would be tested already during the testing phase. Presentations should be sent to linc.technical-helpdesk@europarl.europa.eu with copy to EP.conferences@europarl.europa.eu

INTERPRETATION

In line with the measures put in place due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the meeting has a restricted language regime. Online interpretation was requested for the following languages, for both Active Participants as well as Viewers if not else indicated. Please note that this interpretation regime cannot be guaranteed in case of unforeseen events. Tentatively, the interpretation in the following languages will be available for the plenary session and ICMs (active language = language into which the interpreter interprets; passive language = language from which the interpreter interprets):

**Opening plenary session** on “Investing in our climate, social and economic resilience: What are the main policy priorities?”; **Welcoming remarks, Key Speech and Panel discussion** on “The preparations of national recovery and resilience plans: where do we stand?” *(14.45 - 16.45)*:
- FR, DE, IT, NL, EN, DA, EL, ES, PT, FI, SV, CS, ET, HU, LT, LV, PL, SK, SL, BG, RO, MT and HR (active and passive), TR (passive) (24 languages)

**Simultaneous part sessions (17.15 - 18.45):**

**Part session (1) of the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs (ECON)** on “Resilience and Recovery from the COVID-19 crisis: economic and fiscal priorities for investment and reforms”:
- FR, DE, IT, NL, EN, DA, EL, ES, PT, FI, SV, CS, ET, HU, LT, LV, PL, SK, SL, BG, RO and HR (active and passive), MT (passive) (23 languages)

**Part session (2) of the Committee on Employment and Social Affairs (EMPL)** on “Strengthening and implementing the Social Dimension: How to integrate the Pillar of Social Rights into the recovery and resilience plans?”
- FR, DE, IT, EN, EL, ES, PT, HU and PL (active and passive) (9 languages)

**Part session (3) of the Committee on Budgets (BUDG)** on “The EU budget at the centre of the Recovery Plan. NGEU, MFF and Own Resources: New intersections between the competences of the EP and national parliaments?”
- FR, DE, EN, ES, PT and PL (active and passive) (6 languages)

**Part session (4) of the Committee on the Environment, Public Health and Food Safety (ENVI)**, on “The Recovery and Resilience Plan: synergies between the European Green Deal and the path towards building a more resilient European Health Union”
- FR, DE, IT, EN, EL, ES, PT, and PL (active and passive) (8 languages)

In order to listen to the interpretation in your preferred language, please click on the Audio Channel Selector button in Interactio, to select the language in which you would like to follow the meeting. An explanation with photos is provided in the Speaker’s Connection guidelines for remote multilingual meetings (please see link above).
SPEAKING TIME

Ahead of the meeting, MPs were informed about the need of the mandatory online pre-registration of their requests for taking the floor in the exchanges of views among Members of national Parliaments and Members of the European Parliament foreseen in the agenda of the EPW.

Technical restrictions applicable to remote meetings makes it difficult to accommodate spontaneous requests for taking the floor during the meeting.

An indicative list of floor requests will be established based on MPs’ expression of interest for intervening in various debates. Given the limited time reserved to exchanges of views, it cannot be guaranteed that all requests will be accommodated.

The aim is to ensure that all Parliaments /Chambers have the opportunity to participate in the debate. In their endeavour to fulfil the highest number of requests, the Chair may reduce MPs’ speaking time during the debate in accordance with the number of requests for the floor.

MEETING DOCUMENTS

The Agenda, the List of participants and other relevant background documents will be available at the website of the EP’s Directorate for Relations with National Parliaments:


Contacts at the European Parliament’s Directorate for Relations with National Parliaments

Ms Monika MOENS DE FERNIG
Administrator
Tel. +32 (0)2 28 32364
monika.moensdefernig@ep.europa.eu

Ms Raluca NASTASE-ANYSZ
Assistant
Tel. +32(0)2 28 42131
raluca.nastase-ansysz@ep.europa.eu

Mr David RODRIGUEZ GUILLEN
Assistant
Tel. +32(0)2 28 42616
david.rodriguezguillen@europarl.europa.eu

Legislative Dialogue Unit
mobile phone
(only in use on the day of the meeting)
+32 470 18 18 96